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21 Holbrook Ave Kirribilli, electric heat pump installed
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Hot Water ‘101’ for Strata Buildings
Water takes 4.18 joules of energy to heat 1 gram of water by 1 degree. Joules are such a tiny measurement
that gas is measured in Megajoules (MJ) or millions of joules.
Gas bills are measured in MJ and Hot water bills are measured in litres (L)
Type of Apartment

Daily Hot Water Consumption

2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom

75 litres per day

3 Bedroom 2 Bathroom

90 litres per day

Common gas hot water systems for apartment buildings typically heat water up to 65 degrees.
Heat losses occur during each circulation through the building, maybe up to 10 degrees.
A tempering valve can be installed at the entrance to every apartment to reduce risk of scalding or a
centralized tempering valve system can be used. Older buildings may not have tempering valves.
Modern common hot water systems called warm water systems don’t heat the water as high but use an
ultraviolet filter to kill bacteria and viruses on every circulation through the building.

Hot water heating can be the largest residential energy use
Individual Residence Electricity Breakdown
At 37% energy
for hot water is
larger than
heating &
cooling at 22%

Source: Ausgrid

UK and New York are doing heat pumps

Heat Pumps and Strata Sustainability
HOT WATER STORAGE

SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC

More tanks with hot water
operate as a form of battery

Share electricity across
common areas, heat pumps
and apartments

LED LIGHTING
Motion sensors & controls

REVERSE CYCLE A/C

BATTERIES

Reverse Cycle A/C,
refrigerators and heat pumps
are the same technology

Use solar energy at night
for heat pumps and EV’s

HEAT PUMP
Use air
temperature
to heat pool

HEAT PUMP
Use air temperature to
heat common hot water
plant for kitchens and
bathrooms

EV CHARGING
Install charge stations

What is a heat pump and are they common?
“a machine that moves heat from one place to another”
Every fridge and freezer on the planet has a heat pump inside it. There are billions of them. A heat pump moves heat from a
cool or cold place, and moves and concentrates it where you want it - either for home heating with a reverse cycle air
conditioner on heating mode, in your fridge where it dissipates the heat outside the fridge, or in your hot water system tank.
The theory behind heat pumps was first described by Lord Kelvin in 1852. In 1857 Peter Von Rittinger built the first heat pump.
Heat pumps as we know them today are reliable, having been refined since the 1945 when John Summer built one in Norwich.
The figure summarises the operation of a
heat pump system.
Firstly, a fan inside the heat pump unit
forces surrounding air into a heat
exchanger, which contains a refrigerant
that absorbs heat from the air.
The warm refrigerant then passes
through a compressor, which increases
its pressure and so does its temperature.
Finally, this hot refrigerant transfers heat
to the water through a second heat
exchanger.
The heated water will be pumped to the
hot water storage tank or pool for use.
Source: Sanden

Heat Pumps are renewable energy in their own right

Source: Heat Pump and thermal storage technology center of Japan

Heat pumps operate in temperatures as low as -20 degrees celsius
Co-efficient of Performance (COP)
•

•
•

•

COP is an important indicator of the efficiency of any hot
water system. The higher the COP, the better the system
works resulting in more savings.
COP equals the output energy divided by the input
electricity.
Typically, the higher the COP the better efficiency. Typical
COP’s are:
• Gas boilers - COP of approximately 0.75
• Resistance electric HWS – COP of 1.0
• Heat pumps – COP from 3 to 5 (Note: the COP is slightly
lower in winter and slightly higher during summer)
The high-end heat pump products in the market now have a
COP of 6, meaning more than 80% of heating source of the
water is coming from the air temperature in the local
environment. They even work in the snowy mountains of
Australia.

Source: Nordic Heating & Cooling

NSW Gas Distribution Monopoly
Where Jemena hot water meters measure the amount of hot water passing through them in litres, a formula is
used to reverse-calculate how much gas would have been used to heat those litres.
It is possible to eliminate a strata building’s exposure to the gas distribution network for heating water by
switching the common hot water plant to electricity and avoiding gas altogether.
TODAY: gas distribution is a monopoly in strata

60%

TOMORROW: air + electric hot water heating

40%

Source: Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Why put heat pumps in apartment buildings?
“three parts free energy from the air, one part electricity. Every piece of energy you use which is
already onsite is one piece of energy you don’t have to buy”

Less energy, use
ambient air
temperature

Lower bills, avoid gas
distribution
‘monopoly’

Reduced fossil fuel
reliance

Reduced CO2
emissions

Hot Water ‘201’ for Strata Buildings
Average cost per Megajoule of gas is 2.5 cents to 3 cents (inc GST)
Average cost of heating hot water if gas is bought in bulk for the whole building might be $262-$525 per
apartment p.a.
Connection fees for gas/hot water meter reads in Jemena network are ~$200 per apartment p.a.
Running time for a heat pump each day might be up to 11.5 hours. Heat pump electricity consumption might
be 17% during peak, 55% during shoulder, 28% during off-peak where the building has access to time of use
tariffs for electricity.
A heat pump system for 40 apartments might consume 92kWh of electricity per day.
Type of Common Hot Water Plant

Estimated Plant Daily Running Cost
(40 lots)

Electric Storage

$60 per day

Gas Storage

$40 per day

Electric Heat Pump

$20 per day

Electric Heat pump with Solar Photovoltaic

$15 per day

Note: To convert Megajoules (energy units for gas) to equivalent Kilowatt
hours (energy units for electricity) divide Megajoules by 3.6.

How do heat pump running costs compare with other methods?
Comparison of Different Common Hot Water Systems by Annual Operating Costs Per Apartment
$700

$600

$129

$500

$209
$209

$400

$209

$9
$300

$573

$546

$200

$393

$341

$311

$509

$249

$100

$180

$140

$0

Serviced Hot
Water With
Instantaneous
Gas

Common Gas Common Gas Common Gas
Storage
Storage Through Storage Solar
Levies
Thermal
Boosted

Common Gas
Common
Common
Common Heat Common Heat
Instantaneous Electric Storage Electric Storage Pump Through Pump & Solar
Through Levies
& Solar PV
Levies
PV Through
Through Levies
Levies

Fuel Costs

Billing Costs

Estimates are based upon 90L of hot water consumption per apartment per day.
Maintenance costs for 2 heat pumps for a common hot water plant in a single
block of 40 units might be under $1500 p.a., with two six monthly site visits

Source: North Sydney Council
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Individual Apartment Gas/Electric Hot Water System
•

If you have your own electric or gas
hot water service which is not shared
with other units

•

If your townhouse or apartment is on
the ground floor and you have a
courtyard

•

You may be able to install an individual
electric heat pump for hot water just
for your unit

•

Noise is similar or less than a typical
air conditioning system

•

Heat pump blows out cold air so can’t
be located in an enclosed area, where
the cold air can’t escape

•

Heat pump tanks maybe be as small as
160L from companies such as Reclaim
Energy or Sanden

Hot Water Storage Tank

Heat Pump

Centralised “Gas” Hot Water System (User Pays Billing)
Individual apartments can choose their own gas retailer for
hot water.

•

Owners Corporation owns the hot water equipment.
c

•

c

Description

Metering
•

Master gas meter on central hot water service.

•

Individual hot water meters on hot water feed into each
apartment.

Billing
•

Jemena (gas network distributor) does meter reads of
master gas meter and individual apartment hot water
meters and sends this data to relevant energy retailer (e.g.
AGL, Origin, Energy Australia etc.).

•

Residents are billed by chosen retailer.

Common

Cold water

gas

gas hot water plant

Centralised “Heat Pump” Hot Water (User Pays Billing)
Description
•
•

BSP

Owners Corporation appoints a single Billing Service Provider
(BSP) to manage hot water billing for individual apartments.

BSP

Owners Corp or BSP owns the hot water equipment.

BSP

Metering
•

A new electricity meter/sub-meter on hot water service.

•

New individual hot water meters (with remote reading
capability) on hot water feed into each apartment.

Billing
•

Billing Service Provider works with the Owners Corporation to
set the rate for billing residents for the use of hot water.

•

Billing Service Provider does meter reads of the electricity submeter and individual apartment hot water meters.

•

Often this hot water service is bundled with an ‘unmetered’
gas cooktop service

•

Known as an embedded hot water network and this falls
outside Energy & Water Ombudsman (EWON)

BSP
BSP
BSP
Cold water

heat pump hot water plant

Common
electricity

Centralised Heat Pump Hot Water (Paid through levies)
Description
•

Owners Corporation owns and maintains the hot water heat
pump equipment.

Metering
•

Optional electricity sub-meter on central hot water service.

•

Existing hot water meters on each apartment will no longer be
used, cutting meter reading costs altogether and removing
reliance on monopoly meter reading companies or billing
service providers (BSP’s).
Cold water

Billing
•

Hot water is provided as a service by strata to all apartments

•

Owner occupiers and Owner investors pay for hot water
through strata levies

•

Owner investors increase rent for their tenants, to take into
account the tenants have hot water as an inclusion and do not
having to pay for hot water directly

heat pump hot water plant

Common
electricity

Barriers
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Barriers to heat pumps for Owners Corporations
Split incentives

Communication

Apathy

Lack of information

Access to finance

Managed Services

Metering Challenges and Issues
According to NABERS analysis when creating the NABERS for
Apartment Buildings rating standard:
•

12% of apartment buildings have all gas paid for by strata

•

4% of apartment buildings have domestic hot water provided by
strata i.e. paid through strata levies

There are no issues for these buildings in moving from gas hot water
plants to heat pumps. For others:

•

•

Type of meter

Jemena disconnection fee per meter

Common area gas meter

$1,100

Individual lot hot water meter

$150*

This is not to be confused with individual apartment gas meters,
which may still remain in place for cooktop, BBQ or space heating
after a hot water meter has been disconnected.
For some apartment buildings looking to disconnect the common
area gas meter, Jemena have said they will waive the main gas
meter disconnection fee

* Note: this amount will very quickly be recouped through energy cost savings

“I should have mentioned one more
issue we are having with the change over
from gas.
After nearly 4 years from when the gas
was cut off we are still receiving gas
bills.
We have even had them dig up the street
and physically remove the pipes. Still
getting bills.
My personal debt with my supplier is
now over $3k, obviously it’s not payable
but it’s on my credit rating.”
Daniel Butlin,
Committee Member SP78602 Generation W

Understanding Noise and Heat pumps
1. What is the sound level of the existing hot water system?
e.g. 3 x Rheem gas hot water boilers and their noisy ventilation fans
might be 61 decibels (db) measured at the source
Download an app for your phone e.g. Niosh Sound Level Meter
2. Estimate the sound of the new heat pump system at its source
Decibel rating of each heat pump e.g. 48db
How many heat pumps? e.g. 5
WARNING: DO NOT ADD THE DECIBELS TOGETHER
5 x 48 decibel heat pumps might only be 55 decibels in total
Use an online calculator e.g. https://au.noisemeters.com/apps/dbcalculator
3.

4.

Estimate the distance from the proposed heat pump system to the
nearest apartment
55 decibels at a distance of 12 metres might be 27 decibels
Use an online calculator e.g
https://www.omnicalculator.com/physics/db
Identify an equivalent level of noise using a chart

You will often see noise levels given in dBA (A-weighted
sound levels) instead of dB. Measurements in dBA, or dB(A)
as it is sometimes written, are decibel scale readings that
have been adjusted in an attempt to take into account the
varying sensitivity of the human ear to different frequencies
of sound.
Source: Protoolsreview.com

Finally, remember heat pump sound will only be for say ~11 hours per
day, not for 24 hours per day.

Multiple redundancy and heat pumps
Heat pumps require electricity to run. During an average power outage of 3.6 hours, the building will typically
not lose its hot water as sufficient hot water is stored in advance.
Keep in mind, gas storage hot water systems don’t work in a electricity power outage as electricity is used to
fire up the gas boilers and power the circulation pumps, so there is no additional risk of moving to a heat
pump.
Multiple Redundancy in Heat pump design:
Heat pumps

Storage tanks

If one heat pump
fails, the other
continues to
operate

If both heat
pumps fail,
backup
electric
elements in
storage
tanks heat
water

Comparing risks of hot water supply: heat pumps vs gas hot water
Often gas hot water systems rely on a single phase electrical connection to fire the boilers. If there is a standard electrical
outage or complete cut of electricity from the grid, the hot water boilers will not produce hot water and the building will have
a hot water outage.
Commercial/large heat pump systems use three phase electricity supply. Heat pump systems store more hot water than
existing gas storage hot water system as heat pump systems have more storage capacity. This means the building can operate
longer on hot water which is stored up in the heat pump hot water tanks before running out of hot water, when there is an
electricity outage.
The following is an example of the risks of different types of electricity outages compared for a building in Chatswood.
Type of Electricity Outage
Ausgrid power outage
(planned or fault driven)
Complete cut from grid
One phase cut from grid,
other phases operating
Single phase external
lighting circuit which also
feeds gas hot water tanks
trips

Average Length of
Electricity Outage
34 per year
143 mins
(LGA Ausgrid data for past 6 (LGA Ausgrid data for past 6
months*)
months*)
3 days
Approximately 1 in 20 years
occurred in 2011
Approximately 1 in 20 years,
3 days
occurred during 2020 freak
storms
Every couple of years,
4 hours
typically when water gets in
triggered by resident
a light bulb on the wall lights reporting hot water outage
or post lights in the
to the strata committee
courtyard
Frequency of Outage

* https://www.ausgrid.com.au/Industry/Our-Research/Data-to-share/Past-outage-data
^ Can be mitigated if the building installs a battery

Proposed Heat Pump Hot
Water Impact
No impact

Gas Storage Hot Water
Impact
No impact

Impact after stored hot
water runs out^
Impact after stored hot
water runs out^

Impact after stored hot
water runs out
No impact

No impact

~3 hour interruption to hot
water supply. Strata
committee member
responds and fixes the
problem and then gas hot
water takes time to reheat
all the water

Case Studies
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Heat Pump Case Study – 17 Grasmere Rd Cremorne
15 Apartments across 2 buildings which are
walk ups in Cremorne
Had two separate gas hot water boiler rooms
with 2 x 260L gas hot water boilers in each
Installed 2 x new hot water storage tanks in
each hot water room
Installed 2 x generic heat pumps on wall of
building with new pipe for condensation
Disconnected gas from hot water plant
Trialling hot water paid through levies
Est Cost of 2 x heat pump systems: ~$30,000 (after $4k of federal STC rebates)
Estimated Payback: 7.5 years
Payback will improve to 6.3 years with a future solar photovoltaic panel project

Heat Pump Case Study – 17 Grasmere Rd – Before
Front Building

Rear Building

Heat Pump Case Study – 17 Grasmere Rd – After

Heat Pump Case Study – Generation W
35 Apartments in 5 buildings in
Woolloomooloo
In 2018, one of their gas hot water boilers
started leaking
Recommended they investigate heat pumps
After getting 3 quotes, they decided to install
6 integrated heat pump and storage units
Disconnected gas from the premises by
physically digging up the pipes.
Cost of heat pump project: $60,000
Savings: ~$15,000 per annum
Payback: ~4 years

Heat Pump Case Study – Generation W - Before

Heat Pump Case Study – Generation W - After

Heat Pump Case Study – Meriton Arise (Lane Cove)
Arise at Lane Cove is a Meriton Rental
Apartments consisting of 5 towers and 367 one
and two bedroom oversized luxury apartments
featuring city skyline, district or internal garden
views.
As part of their sustainable approach Meriton
required the most efficient and reliable
Centralised Hot Water Solution to complement
their unique urban design.
Sunpak Projects designed and installed an
energy efficient Heat Pump based hot water
system for each of the 5 towers. Remote
monitoring capability was also installed to
ensure reliable hot water delivery is maintained
for all occupants.
Projected ongoing running costs of a gas hot
water system were very high, over 60% more, in
comparison to the selected Heat Pump solution.

Heat Pump Case Study – Meriton Arise

Heat Pump Case Study – Meriton Arise

Heat Pump + Solar PV Case Study – Regency Apartments
“heat pumps and solar photovoltaic panels are an ideal combination”

First Solar photovoltaic and heat
pump apartment building in NSW
•

10 x Quantum Heat Pumps installed in 2008

•

34kW Solar System installed in 2018

•

2 x Instantaneous Gas Boosters

•

Still on Jemena gas meter reading network

Pool Heat Pump Study – The London, Pacific Highway North Sydney
Installing a 28kW heat pump to heat the pool cost ~$12,000 and paid back in about 2 years.

Regulation
and
Approvals
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NSW Sustainability Amendment to Strata Act
The recent Sustainability Infrastructure amendment to the NSW Strata Schemes Management Act in February 2021 only requires
passing of sustainability infrastructure resolution (similar to an ordinary resolution with a 50% threshold). Your Strata Manager
can assist you with preparing motions and resolution for voting at your next Annual General Meeting (AGM) or EGM.
For the purposes of this amendment, sustainability infrastructure means changes to part of the common property (which
includes the installation, removal, modification or replacement of anything on or forming part of that property) for any one or
more of the following purposes—
a. to reduce the consumption of energy or water or to increase the efficiency of its consumption,
b. to reduce or prevent pollution,
c. to reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill,
d. to increase the recovery or recycling of materials,
e. to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
f. to facilitate the use of sustainable forms of transport, Note. For example, installing electric vehicle charging stations.
g. a purpose prescribed by the regulations.
Sustainability infrastructure resolution means a resolution to do any one or more of the following that is specified to be a
sustainability infrastructure resolution—
a. to finance sustainability infrastructure,
b. to add to the common property, alter the common property or erect a new structure on common property for the
purpose of installing sustainability infrastructure,
c. to change the by-laws of the strata scheme for the purposes of the installation or use (or both) of sustainability
infrastructure.

Difference between special and sustainability resolution

The NSW Government changed the strata law so that only an sustainability infrastructure resolution of all unit
Owners in a strata scheme is required for ANY sustainability project.

Special Resolution

Sustainability Infrastructure
Resolution

75%

50%

Unit entitlements threshold

Unit entitlements threshold

Strata committee archetypes needed for heat pump
For a strata committee to successful pass a sustainability project, it needs at least one, if not two of the following
archetypes on the committee to invest the time in research and educating the other strata committee members
and Owners.

Bean counter

Engineer

Sustainability Champion

“Most important skill”
The energy savings from heat
pumps, if converted to an interest
rate might be up to 5.5% p.a.,
compared with a capital works
fund of 0.45% p.a.

Procurement assistance
The engineer on the strata
committee can understand the
technical detail of quotations from
different vendors and provide a
view of the value offered by
competing quotations.

Carbon emissions
The environmentalist provides the
willpower to keep going when the
solar project seems too hard. They
know they are playing a small, but
significant part, at a local level in
providing a better place for their
children and their children’s
children.

What is the best time for upgrading to a hot water heat pump?
1. Before one of the existing hot water boilers fails
2. It may take you 2 weeks to get your first heat pump
quotation and then if you need to change the
specification and get a requote it may take another 2
weeks
3. Remember, in a NSW strata scheme where you aren’t
registered for electronic voting, you need 21 days
notice of the motion on paper + mailing time, prior
to the EGM or AGM voting date. The motions need
to be drafted and submitted to the strata manager
~1 month before the meeting.
4. If you have electronic voting the motions need to be
given out with 7 days notice, prior to the meeting.
5. Like-for-like is a poor choice for gas hot water system
replacement as NSW gas prices are forecast to rise

Gas leak forced evacuation of Eastgate apartment building in Bondi
1. Workmen hit a gas main at this building
which has a shopping centre and apartment
building
2. More than 1,000 people evacuated
3. Fire brigade with hazmat suits called to site
4. Building responded by disconnecting all use
of gas and electrifying the whole building to
avoid the situation reoccurring in the future.
This included decommissioning all the gas
cooktops in all the apartments.

Energy & Water Ombudsman NSW - EWON
56% of complaints regarding energy and water made to EWON were from customers living in apartments or
strata scheme complexes. Hot water services were a factor in around 29% of the gas complaints made by
residential customers living in apartments, with many of these complaints relating to high and estimated bills.
EWON is positive about metered hot water (Jemena gas distribution monopoly) and cautions people about
embedded hot water networks e.g. Origin/OC Energy, Winconnect, Arc Energy, etc.

Advocacy work is needed to inform EWON of the new unmetered heat pump opportunity regulated by the
Owners Corporation. According to NSW government’s NABERS research, even within the gas dominated world
4% of strata buildings have their common gas hot water plant regulated by the Owners corporation, without
individual hot water metering from Jemena or an embedded hot water provider.
Queensland doesn’t have the same regulated monopoly of Jemena which makes it easier for strata buildings to
switch to heat pumps.

Key complaints on strata hot water to EWON
1

Lack of transparency about hot water charges
For example, embedded network operator said “price of hot water was calculated using an
estimated common factor obtained from the local area gas distributor.

2

Confusion over separate electricity, gas and hot water services with English as second
language resident

3

The meter readings on the bills received did not match resident’s reading of the meter. The
billing agent said that the customer’s meter was faulty and would be replaced.

4

Embedded hot water operator backbilling 15 months after resident was only in lot for 4
months

5

6

EWON doesn’t have the jurisdiction to consider inefficient hot water systems e.g. old gas hot
water system which consumes twice as much gas as expected or has gas leaks doubling the
price
Customer being billed for incorrect hot water meter

What are the National Consumer Energy Framework (NCEF) protections today?

EWON framework needs extension for unmetered strata hot water
Common hot water system

Hot water embedded network

Existing Owners Corporation
Unmetered Gas Hot Water Plant

Owners Corporations Unmetered
Electric Heat Pump Hot Water Plant

Hot water meters owned and
maintained by Jemena

Hot water meters owned and
maintained by a third-party (embedded
network provider)

No hot water meters installed

No hot water meters installed or
existing hot water meters owned and
maintained by Jemena are
decommissioned

Each hot water meter is registered on
the gas retail market with a meter
identification number

Hot water meters are off-market and
not registered with the gas retail market

N/A

N/A

The customer is billed for the gas used
to heat their hot water

The customer can be billed for gas
megajoules (MJ) or for hot water (litres)

N/A
Owners Corporation is billed for gas
The Owner Occupier or Owner Investor
pays for gas based upon unit
entitlement through strata levies

N/A

The customer is billed for the electricity
used to heat their hot water
(Ausgrid decommissioned this model)

The customer can be billed for
electricity (kW) or for hot water (litres)

The resident is NOT billed for gas
megajoules (MJ) or hot water (litres)

Owners Corporation is billed for
electricity. The Owner Occupier or
Owner Investor pays for common
electricity based upon unit entitlement
through strata levies

The customer has access to retail
competition

The customer does not have access to
retail competition

Owners Corporation has access to retail
competition for common area gas
meter

Owners Corporation has access to retail
competition for common area
electricity meter

The customer is covered by all the
consumer protections under NECF

The customer does not have access to
the consumer protections contained in
NECF

The Owners Corporation is protected by
all the consumer protections under
NECF

The Owners Corporation is protected by
all the consumer protections under
NECF

The customer has access to EWON

The customer may not have access to
EWON

The Owners Corporation has access to
EWON

The Owners Corporation has access to
EWON

N/A

N/A

Tenants protected from unscrupulous
Owner Investors by Fair Trading

Residents protected against Jemena /
energy retailer from continuing to
receive gas or hot water bills

Further information

Wattblock

North Sydney Council

.

Brent Clark

Ian Garradd

CEO, Wattblock

Sustainability Project Officer

+61 2 9977 1801

+61 2 9936 8461

brent.clark@wattblock.com.au

ian.garradd@northsydney.nsw.gov.au

wattblock.com

https://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Environment_Waste/Get_Involved/Futureproofing_Apartments

Appendix A: Conversion Factors
This conversion factor converts the meters cube (m3) reading of the main gas meter for the whole block to MJ which applies for bulk gas
buying where hot water service is paid through the strata levies. The lower the conversion factor, the cheaper the hot water in your block.

The other conversion factor is converting hot water usage of individual apartments to equivalent MJ usage in apartment buildings where
there are individual hot water meters for each apartment. This conversion factor can be found on the bill from your individual apartment
gas retailer.
Conversion
factor is 0.4568
(Divide pressure
factor by 10)

Conversion
factor is
0.55409

Appendix B: 4 Factors affecting payback of heat pumps
10
9
Gas price
Electricity price
Heat pump COP
Total project CAPEX

Simple Payback (Years)

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-50%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

Percentage Change in Variable

30%

40%

50%

